Santa Pocket Watch
DESIGN AREA (One Side)
36W X 39H
10 count.................................... 3.6 X 3.9
14 count [28 linen].................... 2.6 X 2.8
15 count [30 linen].................... 2.4 X 2.6
16 count [32 linen].................... 2.3 X 2.4
Linen worked over two threads.

COLOR CODE		
White		
Rose Red		
Geranium		
Evergreen		
Light Grey		
Rosy Cheek		
Blue Pools		
Deep Red		
Pink		
Pale Pink		
Soft White		
Kreinik® #4 Braid
Vintage Gold 002V
Antique Gold 205C
Slate 225		

DMC
Blanc
326
335
470
648
776
806
816
818
819
3865
DMC
676
680
535

LONGSTITCH
Two Ply
Moustache........... Blanc/ or Wisper W88*
*Wisper is a kid mohair and nylon thread
from Rainbow Gallery. It is very fuzzy, so try
a thread and if the coverage is too light, try
again with two threads. The longstitches of the
moustache are worked vertically: first stitch
from top to bottom, then second from bottom
to top. Repeat this method across the width of
the moustache.

FRENCH KNOT
Single Ply, tight & fine
Eyes............................................... Blanc
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The CRICKET COLLECTION

SUGGESTIONS
We suggest working
on Wichelt Imports’ 28 count Desert Sand
linen stitching over two threads using
two ply floss. To finish your pocket watch
as an ornament, lightly draw a circle
around the stitched area of both the front
and back of the watch being careful to
center you work. Be sure that your circle
template is just large enough to enclose
the entire stitched work of both the front
and the back. Add a second larger circle
at least .5 inches in diameter bigger than
the first circle. This circle will indicate the
seam allowance. Be sure the first circle
is precisely centered within the second
and trace a light line. Finish as you would
any ornament: lightly stuffing, folding in
the seam allowances and sewing the
front to the back with invisible stitches.
Piping can be added to the outer edge
of the ornament with a loop at the top
for hanging. This is just a suggestion:
creative touches are endless.

